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EASY, FUIL- SERVICE BANKING NOW ON THE
LOWER LEVEL OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER.

+ FREE BACKPACKS OR
DUFFEL BAGS

+ FREE ATM CARD
: FREE CHECK CARD.

FR·EE CHECKS

+:TRAVEL DISCOUNTS
+ RESTAURANT DISCOUNTS
+ HOTEL DISCOUNTS
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is an ongoing investigation and along with Suffolk
County detectives are working on the case. -Both
the Chemistry and Physics burglaries are believed
by the police to be related crimes. "We know this
is a group that keeps hitting these areas, and we will
get them," Little said.

Access into the buildings at night is not difficult
because employees and students are sometimes
working late at night. Little said that employees
and students in the buildings should be trained to
report anything that may appear to be suspicious.

There will be a Security Service Assistant in
the buildings from now on and continued
neighborhood watches, specifically in the Chemistry
building. Undercover officers are also on the
lookout at the Sports Complex for any suspicious
activity in the locker rooms, where there have been
a series of thefts.

Little believes that "these are crimes of
opportunity that don't take long," and said he would
like to see more involvement with neighborhood
watches.

Perhaps a more adverse fact about the
Chemistry and Physics thefts is the information that
is lost on the hard drives when the software is stolen.
"This- is tragic because they're not only losing
valuable property, but vital information and
valuable data as well," said Little.

One student, Jeanine Erdman said, "if it is
students who are stealing this equipment, than it's
the rest of the student body who has to pay for it,

BY RAYA EID
Statesman Editor

The Physics building was the site of yet another
burglary on campus, last Thursday. Officers who-
responded to the scene discovered forced entries in
3 different rooms throughout the building.
However, equipment was reported missing from
only two of the rooms.

The first burglary reported at 5:00 a.m. occurred
in room B106 and 110, where a Gateway Laptop
worth $1,700 was stolen. The second entry, which
was reported at 6:00 a.m. was in room D104, where
a Multi Sink Monitor valued at $2,000 was stolen.
In addition to the stolen equipment, there was $250
worth of damage to the doors of the rooms.

This is the second major burglary this month.
The first occurred in the Graduate Chemistry
building on February 1st, costing an estimated
$30,000, making the thefts worth approximately
$34,000 combined.

Equipment in the Chemistry building was stolen
from two separate facilities. The first burglary
reported was a forced entry into a 4th floor lab
where a computer workstation, a digital camera,
software, and two storage devices worth $18,000
were stolen. Later that morning, police received
another call reporting that yet another two
computers were stolen from a different lab, worth
approximately $8,000.

According to Doug Little, assistant director of
community affairs for University Police, said there

Assistant Director of University Police for Community
Affairs, Doug Little, is setting goals to prevent further thefts.

and that's not fair."
If there is anyone with any information

concerning these series of burglaries, call
Crimestoppers at 2-TIPS, 632-8477. Crimestoppers
is offering a $1,000 reward for anyone with
information leading to an arrest. O

countries competed. Vlah's team
consisting of Pedro Sander and- Kok-
Ho Loh, all seniors at Stony Brook,
for the first time, went on to claim the
top prize defeating Columbia
University as well as many other Ivy
League teams, advancing them to the
World Finals- in Atlanta.

On February 27-28, the team of
Vlah, Sander, Loh, as well as an
alternate member, Brian Risinger will
represent Stony Brook among 50 other
teams comprised of 162 students from
around the world.

The Finals will once again, pit
teams of three students against a host
of complex, real-world problems,
which they must solve in a set amount
of time. Students must rely on their

"There's a common routine which
can- be adapted to different kinds of
problems and the bulk of our training
is trying to familiarize ourselves with
this routine," Loh said.

"It's all about telling the
computer in very definite simple steps
exactly how to go about deriving the
answer and that depends how quickly
your program works."

Athough the finals are only two
weeks away, the team seems confident
about their chances at victory. "We're
really excited and hyped up," Loh said.
"It'll be tough, but I think we're up for
the challenge." Sander said it all
depends on mental preparedness.
"What it comes down to is that we must
all have a good day. We must get a good
night sleep, drink a cup of coffee in the
morning, and then concentrate for five
hours," Sander said.

However the team's main ace is
Vlah. As a foreign student from
Croatia, Vlah developed his
experience in computer programming,
and was a participant of the
"International Olympiad in
Informatics" in 1993. "Dario is the
'Michael Jordan' of our team; all we
have to do it pass him the ball and get
out of his way," Loh said.

With 54 teams earning the right to
compete in Atlanta this year, last
year's champion, Harvey Mudd
College will return to defend their
title. As for the team of Vlah, Sander,
Loh and Risinger, their goal is to
defeat MIT and Berkeley. "It's all
about bragging rights," Loh said. "You
look at which university comes below
you, and you get to go to them and say,
yeah, we beat you." - -- - - --

BY BEN VARGHESE
Statesman Editor

After losing by a narrow margin
to Columbia University in the annual
ACM International Collegiate
Regional Programing Contest in 1995,
Dario Vlah, a member of the Stony
Brook team, set out to plot out his
revenge. He was on a mission to make
a name for the Stony Brook
Computing Society (SBCS), which
could never make it past second place
in prior contests.

Vlah assembled a talented team to
represent Stony Brook at the ACM
contest last November.
Approximately 3,750 of the world's
brighest students representing more
than 700 universities from 40

programming savvy-skills, creativity
and teamwork to solve problems as
they race against the clock in a five-
hour battle of logic, strategy, and
mental endurance. But this time, it
will be a bit more challenging. As
Sander points out, "the teams will only
have one computer instead of two. It's
going to be harder and we're going to
need more communication to get
everything done." But Sander said
they have it all planned out. "We will
always have two people at the
computer and one person working on
the next problem, so we are never
wasting time," he said.

Under the supervision of a
Distinguished Professor of Computer
Science, Theo Pavlidis, the team has
trained twice a week, discussing
strategies and working on several
different types of problems.

According to Risinger, the key is
speed."One of the interesting things
about this competition is most of the
time in the real world, you try to make
programs so they run as fast as
possible, but part of this contest
though is getting them typed in and
working as -fast as possible, not
necessarily running the most efficient
one," Risinger said.

Loh said that the problems that
they will be up against are "real-
world" problems.

"One question could be, you have
a fire in a certain place, and the fire
station is in a certain location, and you
have to find the fastest way of getting
from the fire station to the location
given that streets are closed off." Loh
said, however, that each problem has
its own "generic solution."
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General Boy Meeting
Bi-Weekly on

uesdays starting
February 17th

at 6:00 pm in the UCC

*EVERYONE IS WELCOME

*Representatives for the

I

,,

--All this, plus three meals a day -with
room and board for three days and two nights.

The price for this wonderful weekend is a reasonable
$180.00. And if that is not enough, a free party thrown by
Polity and AV. will happen one of those fantastic nights.

For an extra $15.00, you can enjoy the activity of
PAINT GUN WARS.

DATE: Feb 27 thru March 1st

You can buy tickets in the ticket office in the Student Union.
If you want to go paint warring, you pay the $15.00 at the hotel.

* The name of the hotel is the CATSKILLS' PINE HOTELS

11

INTERESTED IN EMPLOYMENT IN
GOVERNMENT, PUBLICAFFAIRS, OR THE

NON-PROFIT SECTOR?
The Political Science Department: is now

;. nAcceptig iAppcationsfoFa1998 forthe-

MASTER'S DEGREE (MN.A.)

IN POLITICAL SCIENCE WITH
.CONCENTRATION IN PUBLIC POLICY

-: :30 credit Master's program,: - - -
: completed in one year of Fuil Time study,

,,.orPart Time asstudent's schedule permits::

-; ; ;- _- BA/MA in 5 Years for current - :
;-:::S -- tony Brook unde duates.-,--:- ^ :--

::i . .- .

-; Study in one of the nation's leading Political Science
Departments& gain experience through an internshi

w ~ ~ ~ ~ g i ..^.- 0D . .

* Additional credential & training-for Law -School
- -- -or advanced Graduate Study

FOR APPLICATION OR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

.»\ ~Linda Pfeiffer, Coordinator of Graduate Programs

jg ~ j^i <~ D~epartment of Political Science

1111!11muZ ,t ' 632-7650
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Minority Plannina WINTER GETAWAYIN THE CATSKILLS

Wonderful get away in the breath taking mountains
of the Catskills. Enjoy yourself by occupying

your time with fun winter activities. If you are not
the outdoor type, there are great indoor activities.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Snow Tubing
Swimming
Arcade/Game Room
Tennis

Skiing/Horseback Riding
Ice Skating
Sauna/Steam Room
ndoor Basketbal
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knot." According to the Freedom to Marry web page
(www.fim.org), "tying the knot" entails knotting
ribbons around trees, lamp posts, buildings, door
knobs, and car antennaes. Supporters tied a knot
around their ring finger or arm, or decided to wear
a-not on the'ir lapel. C|

-'At the 'moment, the Supreme Court of Hawaii
is'd'eciding-the fate of same-gender marriage. Due
to some recent legislation, their decision will not
automatically affect the rest ofthe states. "If it is
in fact approved, same-gender couples who travel
to Hawaii to get married and return home to their
home state will expect to have their-marriage
recognized at home, just as others do,", said Melanie
*Clemans, the "bride". and a SUNY Stony Brook
student. "Even the New York Times said it would
be 'absurd, demeaning and unconstitutional', if a
marriage lawfully recognized in one state- is
considered 'absolutely;void' in another."

New York's attempt to legislate a ban on-gay
marriages was defeated in 1997. Nine states,
including Florida, Maine and Virginia, have adopted
similart'legislation in 1997. Bills introduced in 14
othets states, including Califorrnia, New Hampshire
and Texas, were blocked. According to Evan
Wolfson, the director'of the Marriage Project at
Lambda :-Legal Defense and Education Fund, the.
election-year passage of an unconstitutional federal
anti-marriage law in 1996 will not stop the struggle
or success, nor will it end the backlash.

The Defense of Marriage Act, or DOMA,
created what some homosexuals have called a
radical caste-system of first-class and second-class
marriages. Under DOMA, same-sex marriages are
denied the same legal protection and recognition as
found with different sex marriages.

!'DOMA's blatant violation :of.- constitutional
principles of federalism, non-discrimination, and
respect for.lawfiil marriages shows the- anti-
marriage-'law to be, not just gay-bashing, but, in the
words constitution bashing," said Samuels.

For more information on the National Freedom
to Marry Day or how to start a Freedom to Marry
chapter in your area, you may contact the coalition

Where were you? Running late for class,
snacking at a campus eatery, or simply strolling
through the academic mail, when you caught a
glimpse of the "bride and groom" wandering around
campus last Thursday.

Today, same-ender couples are tot allowed to
legally marry in any state, no matter'how long they
have been together, no matter how' committed their
relationship, and no matterhow much their families
need the protections, benefits and responsibilities
that come with civil marriage. For this reason,
February 12th was announced as the National
Freedom to Marry Day by the National Freedom to
Marry Coalition, a group of national gay and lesbian
organizations and-allied non-gay groups.

"Marriage is an important personal choice and
a basic human right. The decision to get married
belongs to the couple. in love, not the state," said
graduate student Alana Samuels, the "groom."
Samuel said "Legally, religious and civil marriage
are two separate- institutions. Though many faiths
perform same-gender marriage ceremonies nowy
they have no legal recognition as civil marriages.
The state does not dictate which: marriages any
religion performs or recognizes, and religions
should not dictate who gets a civil marriage
license."

Throughout the day on Thursday, well-wishers
congratulated the couple on their marriage, only to
be informed that "it's not.legal, if we could, we
would." The well wishers were invited to show their
support of same-gender marriage:by "tying the

Melanie Eremans ana Alana bamueis aressea in waciingy
attire for last Thursday's Tie the Knot Day.

at their official website: www.freedomtornarry.org,
or contact any of the coalition members: Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund; the Human
Rights Campaign; ,the National Gay & Lesbian Task
Force; Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation;
the American Civil Liberties Union; Gay & Lesbian
Advocates- and Defenders; the National
Organization of Women; Parents, Friends and

.families of Lesbians and Gays; the National Center
for Lesbian Rights and the L.A. Gay & Lesbian
Center, as well as hundreds of non-gay and gay local
and state partners across the country. O

Personalized Graduation Announcements and: other
accessories. :- . . . ::.. . -

The ;Alumni office; will be -on hand .as well to
educate graduates on- the Alumni' A'ssociation, and as
an added bene..fitfiirst year- dues:- will be -swaivered.:-'

Along with the necessities needed for- graduation
-the Graduate School will- be giving out information
concerning programs being offered at Stony Brook. -
The. School of oProfe-ssional . Developme:nt and -
Continuing Studies will have information for future .
graduate students interested in remaining at Stony t
Brook for their graduate ;study. - SPD encourages v

lifelong learning and invites :'students to review its -1
current catalog for programs. :SPD .offers three co
graduate degree. programs, as well as open §
admission as graduate non-matriculating students V)
.may take undergraduate:.or graduate courses. :+
Information on registering for non-credit ;courses
will also be.available in many -areas including 3
computer application, substance abuse certificate §
program, real estate insurance, Kaplan review and
others. The Career Placement Center will provide, ,
information on the Job and: Internship Fair and i'>
literature on career-and grad.school as well..'

The Graduation ceremony itself will be held on r
Sunday, May 17, 1998. -D

The University will have a whole weekend g
designated for our- seniors during senior weekend is>
activities. Representatives will be at the Salute t
informing students of the platned activities. If you have . 3
anything in mind or would just like to volunteefr r senior.
weekend thsouldbe the time to do so. O
All' IU J ;i i U 

:
-

guns-rarely .* or ho is.. . r .so X. .: .....- .. :. *s _;-rY At .. ... .. ' i . _v t. * j

The- Univ-ersity Bookstore, Jostens and the
Office of Conferences and :Special Events will be
sponsoring- theif first Graduation Salute for the
graduating .-class -of- 1998-, begii'nning Tuesday,
February 24 until Thursday, February 26. The event

:w-.'ill-rFun'from 1-ta-.m. -to' --4p.m-. in -the Student
.-Activitie's Lobby all three days : -.

The Salute will be a "one stop shop," said Ann
Forkin, director of Conferences 'and Special Events,
"with a combo of services, information on
-graduation, and shopping."

The office itself will staff a -table during the
hours of the Graduation Salute .and distribute
information fliers on the three separate

-Commencement Programs:' Baccalaureate Honors
Convocation, Doctoral Graduation and: Hooding
ceremony, the University Commencement and the
Commencement Festival. Individual questions will
be answered as they pertain to these programs.
Representatives from the -Registrars Office will

: ansvwer:any question-s relating to graduation
clearance.status, helping to avoid long lIines at
.Administration.

Island Photography will be taking formal
graduation portraits in front of a painted canvas (2-
4 poses,the session takes' approximately three
minutes). Complementary color proofs.will- be
*mailead horme- with no-obligation to purchase.
-fSpecula- will a-lso' be taking orders for the 1998

/^^rbpj.t Jp tens will be selling class rings and

/ : 1 '. O : _ A

Protesting the Law By Tying the Knm.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p .. 3t

MakingGraduation A Little Easi.er



BY STEPHEN PRESTON,

STATESMAN STAFF

The mainstream media
have recently been wetting
their pants over the
opportunity to destroy Iraq.
Editorial pages in papers such
as the "liberal" New York Times
feature columns in which the
U.S.'s military stance is
debated: for example, in the
January 31 issue, one column
said the U.S. 'must send
ground forces into Iraq to kill
Saddam Hussein; the opposing
editorial said that we don't
need ground forces, just- a
whole lot of bombs, and we can.
find some other way of killing
Saddam Hussein. Mainstream
news outlets (meaning those
owned by the 14 major
corporations such as Time-
Warner and Disney) have been
imploring to the public that
Clinton's proposed bomb-
dropping is just not harsh
enough, considering Hussein's
crimes. As usual in these
sorts of foreign-policy
discussions, the Dirty 14's
spectrum of debate ranges
from'the fanatically violent to
the rabidly violent. To their
dismay, however, much of the
public remains unconvinced.

The media have also
painted, once again, the
picture of the U.S. as a lone
crusader in the world, like
Danny Glover in Lethal
Weapon: always trying to
retire from this pesky saving-
the-world business, but
always getting drawn back in
by those nasty "rogue
nations". Oddly, the media

oo notes, most other nations of
5 the world seem reluctant to

^ follow us in our invasion. Oh
^ well, they rationalize, it must
^ be because the governments of
e France and Russia-have their
.§ own greedy oil interests in
A mind; too bad they can't follow

,< our selfless example. This
§ delusional jingoism is plain to

- most observers outside the
U.S., but here it is easily

e accepted because there are so
E few alternatives within .our
{3 borders. The picture of the
6 U.S. as reluctant policeman is
Xw more attractive than the real
g picture, but it obscures many

ff issues.
Revelations about the

d U.S.'s actions against Iraq
during and since the war it led

' lot 5Iriw l^91 thrive ecome out slowly
^y~ ~ ~ ~~~ * T :- v * **> »- . * . * -' ', s «- e va , '
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since then. For example, been approaching completion,
after the war ended and the after seven years of the
U.S. left Iraq, several crippling sanctions. Iraq has
bloodthirsty commentators destroyed about 800 warheads
complained that we had not under U.N. auspices, and
"finished the job", since we there is no evidence that Iraq
had not yet killed or has any left. But Clinton has
overthrown Saddam Hussein.. announced he will not allow
However it was revealed in the U.N. to lift sanctions until
1996 that the CIA had spent Hussein is deposed, with or
the previous five- years without these weapons. The
attempting to get Kurdish Iraqi view is that the weapons
factions in northern Iraq, as inspectors from the U.S. and
well as disenchanted political Britain will try to draw out
officials in the Iraq inspections based on flimsy
government, to overthrow evidence in order to be able to
Hussein. The operation bore justify continued sanctions.
much in common, both in its Again, this could just be a ploy
aims and in its .ultimate by Saddam Hussein to distract
failure, with Kennedy's use of attention from some vast
C u b a n. weaponsn
dissidents in
the Bay ofPigs
invasion: in
both cases the
CIA provided
funding and
military
training for
dissidents to
overthrow the

nrCcf %,I ? r rn cn +

stockpiles
hidden in
h i s
palaces,
but ' how
credible is
this idea?
The Iraqis
h a v- e
allowed all

UV AAAA I11ACIAL, - Inspection

and in both t e a ms
cases the targeted governments except the American team
infilitrated the dissident groups and unfettered access to any site
capturedthe plotters. The Los they wish, and have even
Angeles Times recently offered to allow 60-day
reported that the FBI inspections of all presidential
investigated the CIA in 1995 palaces. The idea that they
on charges of conspiring to would be able to outsmart the
assassinate Hussein (it is entire world by sneaking
illegal for the CIA to directly missiles around in the dead of
assassinate anyone since the night from peasant house to
CIA scandals in the mid 70's), peasant house without getting
but the charges were later caught by all the spy planes
dropped because although flyingoverhead is ludicrous. It
the CIA knew about such a gets more ludicrous the more
plot, it was not directly U.S. officials make claims they
involved. have no evidence to justify.

Thus it is hardly The U.S. government's
unreasonable that Hussein selective enforcement of, and
has been hesitant to allow occasionally blatant disregard
Americans free access into for, international law should
files of Iraq's intelligence raise suspicions as to the true
agency, especially when the nature of our government's
Americans who want access policies. And this is my point.
are former marine American history is very
intelligence officers such as difficult to understand if one
Scott Ritter. While you may takes the standard perspective
not find it plausible that that our foreign policy is
Ritter is a spy, it is humanitarian, or concerned
understandable that Iraqis about "freedom" and
feel that way. . "democracy". It becomes

This brings us to the issuemuch clearer if we simply look
of Iraq's chemical and at the U.S. as having more
biological weapons. The U.N. selfish motives: it sends its
Security Council imposed military wherever it feels its
economic sanctions on Iraq "national interests" i.e. the
until U.N. inspectors could economic interests of large
certify that Iraq had nosuch ,A m e, r i c g n - .e a d e d-
-weapons' T EieD-lroc as lhas co riporations; arethreatenedj

and ignores all other conflicts.
So what is America's

interest in Iraq? Oil, of course,
one way or another. Based on
past American foreign policy,
in which the U.S. used covert
military action almost 2,000
times to change foreign
politics to its liking, one might
suspect that the U.S. still
wants to depose Saddam
Hussein and install a puppet
government, like it did in Iran,
Indonesia, South Vietnam
before the war, El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Panama, Chile,
Zaire, Haiti, Cuba and many
other third world countries in
the last 50 years. What if all
the calls of U.S. Senators and
Representatives to eliminate
Hussein are not being-ignored,
and the inspections have been
a ruse to gain information for
covert action, as Iraq
suspects? The more history
you know, the more
reasonable this idea becomes.

Even if you disagree with
this analysis, the point is that
many thousands -of Iraqi
civilians will be killed by the
series of bombings which now
seems inevitable. And many
more of the sanctions that
Clinton wants to leave in place
indefinitely. Ask yourself this:
what if Clinton is wrong? Then
the bombing of Iraq will be
effectively genocidal, and will
serve no-purpose whatsoever.
The most horrifying realization
is that this is genocide
whether Clinton is right or
wrong.

The International Scoialists Organization
will hold a meeting on Wednesday, Febru-
ary 18, at 9 PM in
the Javits Conference Room, on the sec-
ondfloor of Melville Library, to discuss
resistance to Clinton's planned attacks on
Iraq. Please join us ifyou are concerned.

United States Has Ulterior Motives in Iraq
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February 12, 1998 was the
first annual Freedom to Marry
Day, where gay's and lesbian's
across the nation protested for
the legal right to marry. To put
a face onto this debate, Stony.
Brook's Alana Samuels and
Melanie Clemans decided to
prove a point by dressing up in
wedding outfits and parading
themselves around the campus.

We wonder where the issue
is. Who's business is it what two
people who love, care and

support each other do in their
bedrooms? Who are we to
judge their choice of lifestyle?
Leave these couples alone
and give them the right to
marry like the rest of us. They
are no less human because
of their choice of sexuality.

To the religious right that
find the actions of the same
sex couples vile and
disgusting, we have a.
compromise for you. We're
sure that these couples love

each other enough to be married
by a civil servant, like a justice
of the peace. They wouldn't have
to step in -a church or
synagogue.

We- recognize that people
may find our opinion not to
their liking. But not being
married doesn't automatically
stop people from -loving each
other, especially couples that
are bonded by an equal bias
against them. We wish these
people luck in their fight.

BY KEVIN KEENENresults
STATESMAN EDITOR The making of graffiti also

adheres to the Broken Window
As the presence of graffiti model. As Nathan Glazer, a

increases on the Stony Brook nationally known American
campus, the Adminstration is sociologist, has written, the
scrambling to implement proliferation of graffiti on a
programs to prevent it from subway, even when not
occurring. The recent "zero obscene, confronts the subway
tolerance" policy announced rider with the "inescapable
towards vandals last semester, knowledge that the
and the implementation of environment he must endure
County Executive Robert for an hour or more a day is
Gaffney's anti-graffiti task force uncontrolled and
here at the university, testify to uncontrollabe, and that
the aforementioned fact. anyone can invade it to do
However, while the presence of whatever damage and mischief
graffiti may-. appear to be the mind suggests."
Administration's problem, it is The result of the knowledge
far more. Making graffiti on that one has lost control of the
Stony Brook property effects situation in which she or he
each of us, and will only becurrently finds her or himself
eradicated from this campus in is a certain fear of that
through the combined efforts of situation. This fear leads to a
all those who live- and work here desire to change the situation,
and those who utilize campus and without control over a
facilities. situation, a person usually

There is a well documented seeks to avoid it.
theory known -as "Broken Now, you might be asking
Windows." The window theory yourself how all of this relates
maintains that crime increases to Stony Brook. Well, back in
in an area when the perception December, the first window
that no-one cares if it does was broken here in the sense
pervades that area. Thethat the first graffiti messages
situation is likened to a buildingwere scrawled on walls. Since
with a broken window. If the then, more and more graffiti
window remains unrepaired, appeared. The graffiti plague
people will assume that the has spread to stop signs,
building- is not frequented by school signs, and other
maintenance workers, and hence prominent places that -are
is not cared for. As a result, viewed by members of Stony
-someone will break another Brook arid visisitors to the

window, then another, and soon campus. Similar to the
all of the windows will be broken. subway commuter previously
Eventually, the broken-window discussed, members (and
phenomenon will spread to prospective members) of the
surrounding buildings, and if the Stony Brook community will
maintenance --systems in- those inevitably begin to feel that the
buildings are comparable to the environment here is insecure.
first, the phenonenon will spread -They will soprLjant to avod
1liketa-Aas ifi 'Av Wse

many prospective faculty
members and students. If graffiti
continues to spread, we may even
lose current members of the
Stony Brook community as they
seek out a safer environment.

Administration is doing its job
to combat graffiti, now it's time
for us to do ours. According to
Philip Zimbardo, a Stanford
psychologist, the windows of the
broken window theory are nearly
almost always broken by middle
class whites. No, the
stereotypical view of a rough,
street running minority teenager
committing all the crimes finds
little place in this theory.
Similarly, graffiti is not solely a
minority phenomenon. 'The fact
is, young white males commit
more than half of graffiti
crimes. We probably know one
of these young white males, and
we may know a black male or
hispanic female who makes
graffiti as well.

But yet we, the members of
this University, have done nothing
to stop graffiti. Our stop signs, "
and our school signs, with their a
tag names and shoe polished ^
cartoons, elucidate our passivity §
in the matter. - -

Graffiti artists indentify a

themselvs; they brag, they wear as
their symbols on their hats or ?p
tatoo them to their bodies. We g
notice and ignore them, just as S
we have noticed and ignored §
their graffiti on our University. 3

But, we cannot ignore the fear g
that evident lawlessness °
creates nor can we ignore the =
results that that fear generates. S

Act on that fear, eradicate it cD

by assiting the Administration 't
in finding s vandals. When we do SD
that, we will no longer have to

t t~ru*.^2Jbgb~iWd A L .
o see our niversity. ' g
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Applications must be returned no later than 4:00 PM Friday, March 6th

For more infornmation call 632-6710
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CE NTER FOR THE ARTS
All February and March shows are 1/2 price for

Stony Brook students!

7 Years-In Tibet
riday, February 20 at 9:30 p.m.
hated PG-13
tarring Brad Pitt and David Thewlis

rickets: $4/$3 seniors and students

Aurelia Saxophone Quartet
Sunday, February 22 at 3:00 p.m.

This internationally acclaimed Dutch ensemble

performs classical music from the saxophone
quartet repertoire as well as their own expert
transcriptions of other pieces, ranging from

Scarlatti to Gershwin and including Stony Brook's
own composer - Perry Goldstein's "Blow"

Tickets: $22/ Stony Brook students 1/2.price!

Stony Brook Symphony Orchestra
Saturday, February 21 at 8:00 p.m.

Free Pre-Concert Lecture at 7:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Gustav Meier,
Music Director and Principal Conductor. Weber, Overture to Oberon.

Dohnanyi,Variations on a Nursery Tune. Bartok, Concerto for Orchestra,
Chadd merrigan, piano soloist (1997-98 Competition Winner).
Tickets: $12/$6 seniors, students, children, faculty, and staff

For more information, call the Staller Center Box Office
at 632-7230 or order on-line 24 hours at

WWW.STALLER.SUJNYSB.EDU

State University at Stony BrookI : -

9:30 - 5:00
9:30 - 6:00
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value to ???
c100 per chance

Drawing held Thursday, March 12th at 12 noon
All net proceeds from this raffle will be placed in a scholorship

fund to be awarded to a Stony Brook student!

A limited number are available for sale!
Basix- FSA

Room 044 - Lower Level Student Union

632-9281
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-Wlednesday -

1998

ORIENTATION LEADER

/1� A:�:flT T

Application Forms Available

Student

ORIENTATION
Programs
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Wednesday, February 18th
@ the End of the Bridge

Restaurant
2:00Pm

There will be a showing of the hit movie "Soul
M Food"

From 12:00Pm until 1:30Pm ,

ARAMMKS

Amb~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

VSffl go

SOUI FOOa LUnCn CSUtPeT
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COME TO THE

STATESMAN

FIND OUT ABOUT PARTICIPATING
.IN

STATESMAN^ FRESH NEW LOOK!

EVERYONE WELCOME!

DAT~E: WEDNESDAYFEB. 18
IlMES,;3

PLACE: ROOM 057 UNION

CALL FOR INFO 632-6479
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wTo EYWr Today N ight
nron 7.30 * 11:30 PM
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8 FUTOF1
Contemporary
Home Furnishings

-FREE DELIVERY
UP TO 10 MILES

+FUTONS "PILLOWS
-BEAN BAGS
-DINETTE SETS
-WALL UNITS
-ACCESSORIES PTC ..
-OVER 60 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM NY 1
*WE SHIP ANYWHERE YI
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1 have been alive for 8 weeks
After .18 days, you could

earmy, Dertbet
*Af 40 dys, you could
measure my brainwaves.
Aft 45 das,: I felt pin

Jilan touch.

Pleas~~ee~eeeeeeeeeeee choci^li^ ~
Aftemstv-t Aborto

Ff~ft pregnancy testing, ynfonnatlon,

Call 243-0066 or 44144

E-mail SUMMERfbtaucuny.edu
Fax 212-802-2190 -toe a

summer Session Bulletin
See', o Web sit at ba'r.cuny.edu

Tuition for Visiting Students:
Undergraduate: NYS residents $160/credit; non-residents $325/credit
Graduate: NYS residents $18S/credit; non-residents (320/redit
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Stony Brook Students and Staff Special

Enjoy any foot long sub for $3.69

or any 6" for $1." with I.D. (must show I.D.)
(Super Subs not included)

' ' Quad Triple Double
Hotel Montego Starting at $399 $469 $529
La Mirage Hotel Starting at $459 $469 $529

Quad Triple Double
Rant "N Rave Vllas starting at $4599 $499, $559

(Fl.O e~ltP A rfare not Included)

PANAMA»4 Ory
Quad Triole Double

Beachfront Budget starting at $119 $159 $219
Best Western Starting at $129 $179 $249

VAVro"A ©»eAC*
Quad Triple Double

Beachfront Budget starting at $149 $179 $229
Hollday Inn Sunspree starting at $169 $209 $289

-- -- ----------~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~5

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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39
69
59

Double.

$519 .
$669
$799

Downtown Hotels
Lagoon Hotels
Beachfront Hotels

r [ ·^ "sr ' " 9
, FREE salad I
* veggie or I

tirkPv -hrpacf

r - - -
| Invite a friend to lunch!- I
'IBuy 6"sub & 2 med drinks,I

I can not be combined with any |. I
| other coupon or offer. Exp 1/31/98 |

L _ _ _ J

cannot be combined

. w/any other coupon or offer.
I Ixp 1/31/98 *Exp 1/31/98L -L~ ~~~~m

Packame Include:, Round-trip alrfare* # Alrport/hotel transfers* # 7 nIghs
hotel aoommodaflons # All hotel tames & grauitiles
24 hour on-locaflon STS resort s#ff t STS Party Package

CALL OR STOP INTO AUSTIN TRAVEL IN LIBRARY PLAZA TO PLAN THE VACATION OF A LIFETIME!

Ausfmmt 63%2-77o99
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Qlt strate'i«-s that. will help you aie= the real ax~m.

MReaceive

I Spac ie filling fa-st, so- o-alH tacday
t rto r-es-aerva-- your sfaiatl

1- 80 0-KAP -rTEST
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"CAffcuM
Quad TriW

Starting at $399 $4E
Starting at $519 $5<
Starting at $579 $6{

and the
Seawolves RULE!

18 Woods Corner Road
Setauket

(Make a Right at theComer of 25A & Nicholl's Road)

Trssfcaa Firee Ttesrt Dri v oand l='inS jOu t

Saturday, February 21t 111 998



FOR RENT
Port Jefferson Village 2 room apt, 2
bathrooms, $750. Also efficiency studio $500
walk to all. Available immediately. 473-2499.

TRAVEL
Spring Break'98 Get Going!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. Group
Discounts& Free Drink Parties! Sell 5 & go
free! Book Now!!!-Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-
234-7007 www.endlessummertours.com
Spring Break'98 Get Going!!!
Panama City beachfront hotels from $99! 7
nights beachfront, daily free drink parties, &
free cover at best bars! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex
1-800-234-7007
www.endlessummertours.com
EARLY BIRD SPECIALEUROPE-SUMMER
'98 Northeast Dep's - $329 R/T Caribb/Mexico
$199 R/T Florida $79 O/W Puerto Rico $99
O/W Call 212-864-2000 http:www.airhitch.org

SPRING BREAK - Cancun and Nassau from
$399 Air, Hotel, transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group - earn FREE trips plus
commissions! Call 1-800-$pring Break,
1-800-777-4642

.- __ SERVICES
Landscaper Designer/Gardener, annual & pe-
rennial design, seasonal displays
installation & maintenance.- Specializirng in
earth friendly organic methods, Victorian/
English/Cottage designs, 765-2788

Fax service: $.50 per page- (including cover
sheet). Call 632-6480 or come down to rm 057
in the Stony Brook Union.

MMMMM~~~.

Free T-Shirt + $1,000' Credit card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organizations can raise up-to $1,000
by earning a whooping $5.00/VIS application
Call 1-800-923-0528 ext 65. Qualified callers
receive a Free T-Shirt
Earn $750-$1500/ week. Raise all the money
your student group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No invest-
ment & very little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for information to-
day. Call
...........................................................I..................I..............I..........................................................................I............................................................

P/T Lab & aquaculture technician positions,
entry level, environment testing lab. Biology
and/or Chemistry experience required. Call
Georgia at 563-8899

Wanted Immediately: Singer, bassist, and
drummer for new forming band with show
scheduled. If interested beep Dave 339-3283

Part time, with minivan or station wagon for-
light delivery. Will work with school hours.
Call Joe 473-3623, 12 noon to 7 pm, except
Tues .Tues.__-__-__-__-

Subway now hiring enthusiastic people to join
our team. Call 751-1444.

-P/T Lab & Aquaculture technician positions,
entry level, environmental testing lab. ; -
Biology and/orf Chemistry experience e-,
quired. Call Georgia at 563-8899

QCI CLEANINGSERVICE' P/T and F/ T
positions available. Flexible hours, excellent
pay. House and' office' cleaning. Transporta-
tion and training provided. 24 hours/7 days
per week. (516) 751-5133
............................ ................................... ........ .... ........... .................................................. .".''--

Data Entry. Knowledge of Microsoftice-
helpful. 20 hrs. week. Casual atmosphere.
Port Jeff Village. Flexible hours, $ negotiable
call Kevin-(516) 476-1558 -
......... ................... ........... ......................... ............... ..........7.....·.............

-Part-Time Child Care- needed;
Age 10 boy at our home near campus $6/hr
-830-5:30 school holidays in Feb. an d April
-689-7339 evenings'- ; -

ORNACO: Computer services for' homes and
businesses, LOTUS NOTES FROM HOME,
internet, websites, networks, software,
hardware, repair, training, service and help
plans. Flat rates. 9am - 8pm, 7 days. 751-6,754

FOR SALE

Catskill mountains - 5 acres of land. Top of
mountains, level, wooded, secluded and
surveyed. Must sell! No reasonable offer
refused. '666-8107, leave message.

. ......................................................... ... ............

1984 VW Cabriolet Convertible, A/C, AM/FM,
well maintained, new tires, brakes, rotors.
Great value, $600, 289-9194

. tow. w...e .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.................. ........................................

1995 Plymouth Voyager SE. Cruise, power
mirrors, tilt steering, 7 passenger 3.3
-6-cylinder- engine, 80K highway miles mint
condition. $9,500 call 666-8107-

.. -00^ ---- ------ -·· -

-

Got something to say about Stony Brook?
Seeking writers for opinion page of the cam-
pus newspaper. Must be articulate. No
experience is necessary. Also seeking very
responsible assistant editors for editorial
page!. Ca1-Gina or Peter at 632-6479'for
details. ' - '

. IL1 . ......................... ... .... ...... ..........;I···..'·.." ·:·I··Y····U..U~U.U~i)··Y(· _

* fL

- .~ ... : , -. ,, ,, . . ..

PART-ANDFULL'TIIE COUNSELORS
Community residence program for psychiatrically disabled adults.

-Provide training and; support in independent living skills
-'to residents disabled by mental illness.

Full Time Positions available in Huntington-& Brookhaven-Town.
C- ompetitive Salary, excelent-benefits

-Part-Time Positions Available In
-Suffolk County

Alternate Weekends $253 - $355 per weekend
begin Friday at 3 pm with on-premises/on-call overnights_-ei, p n eieso.gt

Weeknight. positions. available
Mon /Wed-or Tues/Thurs $142-$191 per-week

Begin at 4 pm with on-premises/on-call overnights

-Education or experience, training provided
Good driver's license required

*em~~~~~~ec ; :0*fO 0s :
II -t1| (-0 1 1 : |{ nX: for Co munlty Lving. InC. J

.__ _ AJ- -- 202 East--Main Street * Smithtown, NY 1787

361-9020 ext.;03 or-fax 361-9204 EOE
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Bartenders, Waiters, waitresses ana counter
Help. Experience necessary. Apply in person.
Monday-Thursday after 3 pm at the Park
Bench 1095 Rte 25A, Stony BrookBench------ 105-t 5 tn ro

COMPUTER SERVICES

VOLUNTEERS WANTED

Campus Newspaper looking for enthusiastic
writers interested in-covering-campus events.
If interested ple"ase call Alex-or Raya
at 632-6479.

Statesman
:;Classifieds -

Work! Call
X632-6479

- and askfor-
Frank for-

^ M- : more - ;-t : --:
f . ormation,

Statesman will host
an Open::House on

- Wednesday,
Feb. 18, 1998

- .: at 12:40 p.m.
(ampus Li Time)

:Beethere.'
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latex. Correct use offers 97% proteon
pregnancy, HIV/AIDS,gonorrhea, chamydia, '
herpes, HPV, and the other 45 sexually tansmitted
infections that affect 1 in 4 sexually-active people,
go undetected in ,80% of cases and are the leadingo.;.,un ~~~ , ecein

cause of infertility.

Condoms - the definition for prevention.

1 ;7

7. � m� : ;

Planned Parenthood®
Professional, affordable and totally confidential

Call 1-800-230-PLAN to be
connected to the center nearest you. pPIanned Parenthoods
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BY TED GOUNELAS

Special to the Statesman
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for Amistad, earning this film its
,only nomination in a major
category. Robert Forrester (Jackie
Brown), Gregg Kinear (As GoodAs
It Gets), Burt Reynolds (Boogie
Nights) and Robin Williams'
nomination for Good Will Hunting
round out this category with their
nominations.

Peter Cattaneo was nominated in the
Best Direction category for his film, The
Full Monty. Cattaneo is joined by Gus
Van Sant (Good Will Hunting), Curtis
Hanson (LA Confidential),Atom Egoyan
(The Sweet Hereafter) and James
Cameron (Titanic).

Finally, the biggest and most awaited
award, Best Picture, include film
nominations for: As Good As It Gets,
The Full Monty, Good Will Hunting, LA
Confidential, and of course, Titanic.

The Academy Award Ceremony will
be globally telecast from the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles on March
23rd. L

American actress nominated in this
.category, as all of the others are
English.

Jack Nicholson is joined in the
best actor category by hot new star,
Matt Damon from Good Will
Hunting, Robert Duvall (The
Apostle), Peter Fonda (Viee's
Gold), and Dustin Hoffman (Wag
the Dog). Nicholson, and his
nomination for As Good As It Gets,
surpasses Lawrence Olivier as the
most honored actor with 11
nominations under his belt. Katherine
Hepburn, with twelve nominations, is
the only actor that has more
nominations than Nicholson.

In the best supporting actress
category, Kim Basinger (LA
Confidential) is joined by Joan
Cusack (In and Out), Minnie
Driver (Good Will Hunting),
Julianne Moore (Boogie Nights),
and Gloria Stuart (Titanic).

Anthony Hopkins is nominated

The Oscar nominations are out,
and it seems as though the massive-
Titanic has broken another record.
Well, at least it tied the 47 year old
record, which was held by Joseph
Mankiewicz's All About Eve.
Titanic received a total of 14 Oscar
nominations. It will have to
convert 12. of these nominations
into awards, however, in order to
top Ben Hur, which is all alone at
the top, as winner of 11 Oscars.

Titanic is nominated in every
major category, all but one-best
actor. Kate Winslet, of Titanic, is
joined by fellow actresses: Helena
Bonham Carter (Wings of the
Dove), Julie Christie (Afterglow),
Judi Dench (Mrs. Brown), and
Helen Hunt (As Good As It Gets).
Incidentally, Hunt is the only Helen Hunt stars in As Good As It Gets

want to go faster than running.

Cancer (June 21-July 21)
Your world was spinning for a while now you

will be given the chance to'let it settle. Do not
mistake cynicism for wit. The stars are in
positions that will give you added wisdom and
insight.

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)
Your daily routine will be altered. You will

achieve fame and acclaim. Showcase your talents
and don't be shy in front of the camera.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You will feel torn between two worlds, one

of safety and assurance and one of upheaval.
Though a path may promise great rewards, it
forebodes great disappointment. Approach
options with your eyes open mind clear.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
The scales are tipped in your favor. Use this

newfound edge to your advantage. Your "fair
-shake" approach lacks cunning required in the
real world. You will need to adopt a new set of
rules.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
There will be a stinging sensation near your

heart. Do not lose all hope for serious
relationship; an old flame's ambers will be
rekindled.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Your "no nonsense" approach to life is passe.

Create a new persona for yourself that defies the
limits that you have set on yourself. A mysterious
romance will take shape.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You are in your element. A natural born

leader must learn to adapt to changing
circumstances. What seemed far is now in reach.
Lunar alignment evokes adventure and mystery.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A -cosmic transition hints at danger. A new

experience will change your outlook on life. Do
not be fearful of the future embrace it with your
soul.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Don't rush, you should not be in a hurry.

Decisions-you'll have to make require time. Be
weary of promises of fast fortune.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
The ones you hold dear may be holding

something else, a grudge. I see cataclysmic
events that will play themselves out over the

coming month, but in the end the dust will settle
and only purity will remain.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)
The light in your eye is gleaming. Your

intuition is on target. Your sense of direction is
like never before. Make no bones about it; your
life will come into focus.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Tumultuous times are behind you. Keep your

head on straight and your feet firmly planted on
the ground. This is not a time for risks or
gambling. Walking slowly will get you where you
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*FREE Health Club Membership *Free HBO & CNN
*New Private Jacuzzi Rooms -

iesm-- EXPRESS
roll

And:-the-: Osca�-· Goes To~~ 0 0

"Official Hotel of SUNY Stony Brook Sports Teams!"

*FREE local phone calls
*New Executive Level Floor
OM
*C

"Inn I
31

Fay TEL (51-6)471 -8000 y ^ .
Or 1-800-HOLIDAY

.com FAX (51,6)471 -8623WWW



BY PHIL SALAMACHAi
StatesmanStaff - - ;:0:

Morbid Angel's- CDD is close to being one
of the heaviest, most'chaotic, and melodic
albums I own.

The guitar work of Trey Azagthoth is
nothing short of incredible. Pete Sandoval's
drumming is extremely fast with his double-
bass and blast beats, and the new bassist/
vocalist Steve Tucker is brutal in his low-
pitched moans..

Morbid Angel's studio albums precede in
alphabetical order. In 1989, the band released
Alters of Madness, which created a barrier-
breaking revolution in the death metal scene.
In 1992, they released Blessed are the Sick,
which set their trademark sound in the industry.
Covenant was their next studio album, which
proved that they could survive on a major label.
Three years later, they released Domination,
which was another musical masterpiece with
fast, heavy songs along with the occasional
instrumental composition, laden as a trademark
of theirs. They-quickly released Entangled in-
Chaos, a live album which Trey produced.
Formulas Fatal to the Flesh, is the band's latest
album, following their alphabetical theme, 'is
yet another musical masterpiece.

The very first song, "Heaving Earth" is
classic Morbid Angel. It contains Trey's usual
spells and incantations within the lyrics, and
Pete Sandoval does :a. sick drum roll
encompassed by silence. The sixth track,
"Disturbance in the Great Slumber" is an
instrumental which is extremely eerie. You
have to pull the shades, and turn out the lights
for this one'

Xylophonic sounds, underlying low-octave
cellos, and other classical instruments make
this song very interesting. On track ten, "Hymn
to a Gas Giant," Trey is playing what sounds
like sweep arpeggios on his guitar with a
classical kind of sound; very cool effect. Track
eight is a sequel to an old song off of one of
their past albums, "Hellspawn: The Rebirth."
Brutal as all hell. Most of the songs on the
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album have some incredible guitar
solos, and the only way .to describe:
Trey would be Eddie Van Halen on
crack playing in a death metal band-
purely magnificent.

'With the last three tracks of the
album, "Ascent Through the Spheres"
is lead by some sort of tribal drum beat
along with a synthesizer playing
another eerie progression. "Hymnos
Rituales De Guerra" is a two-minute
and 40 second drum solo which is
astounding. And .the last track
"Trooper" sounds as if someone is
getting shot, a good way to end a great
album. Formulas Fatal to the Flesh is
an- the hp-.zt mptnl nl hilme en for in
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^ NOTEBOOK COMPUTER SPECIAL '
Buy Now... Pay Later Take up to 7years to pay

Paradigm Design Systems Inc., in conjunction with the Acer Scholar Program is pleased to announce
| a notebook financing program tailored specifically to meet the needs of faculty and students. This
| flexible program enables you to acquire the high quality notebook you need now - while deferring-
payment until you graduate. Rates are reasonable, there are no penalties for early payment and the
application process is relatively quick (usually withih 24-48 Hrs.).

Extensa Scholar Notebooks are available'in two basic configurations:

II

ESS3 - 150 MHz Pentium. MMX, 12" TFT, 32MB RAM, 2.iGB HD,
20X CD, data/fax-modem. 2 year warranty. $2499.00

" * a . **: -

ESS2 - 133Mhz Pentium MMX, 12" DSTN, 16MB RAM, 1.6GB HD,
20X CD, data/fax modem. 2 year warranty. $1649.00

j01 I ~DualBoot Linux installations available.
J1 L Special Academic Pricing From Major Software Vendors. I

Call our office at 516/444-0800 between 8:30 AM and 5:30 PM.

I Paradigm Design Systems, Inc.
1320 Stony Brook Road, Suite 213, Stony Brook, NY 1179'0

We are on the 2nd. floor of building #9 in the Coventry Commons Mall. (Rt. 347 and Stony Brook Rd.)
| ,..1?1_________________,,,_________________C .,
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BASIX and The Statesman
and the question for Week 4 is...

Who spoke the only word
in Mel Brook's
"Silent Movie"?

This weeks prize:
A Ty original Beanie Baby
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The first person who comes to BASIX
(rm 044 on the lower level of the Student
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